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repelled, must be protected by an incursion into
Asia Minor appeared to be absurd. Whatever reasons
there existed in favour of a campaign in that area, the
defence of Egypt could hardly be accounted in their
opinion as one. While argument raged in Egypt on
the point, further discussion was checked by news of
the decision of His Majesty's Government to strike
at the heart of Turkey. It was pretty plain that there
would be no troops to spare for a second expedition.
It is recognized now that the campaign on Gallipoli
was handicapped from the outset. No commander
led a more forlorn hope than Sir Ian Hamilton. He
was short of men and short of material. The delay
which took place in the landing robbed him of the
weapon of surprise, and the enemy took advantage of
their good fortune. The Peninsula became a fortress,
bristling with guns, honeycombed with trenches.
Nor were these the only disadvantages with which
General Hamilton contended. The administrative
problem was as perplexing as the technical. Egypt
was the natural base of his army : but Egypt was not
under his command, and units of his force were there
on sufferance only.1 The resources of this rich country,
in fact, were never at his complete disposal. General
Marwell did not deny help. But he was not always
informed of the requirements of the Mediterranean
Expeditionary Force, and the needs of the Army in
Egypt naturally was his first consideration.
The failure of the British fleet to force the passage
of the Dardanelles had hardly become known in
1 The base was stationed at Alexandria ; but individual units not
required for the moment on Gallipoli, details, and reinforcements were
sent indiscriminately to Cairo and Port Said. With these troops the
General Head-quarters of the Gallipoli Force would correspond
directly, and would move them from one locality to another without
troubling to inform local commanders in Egypt. The Canal Defence
Force suffered a good deal of unnecessary inconvenience from this
procedure.

